Daniel Carvalhinho

mobile: +55 (11) 99522-0005
e-mail: daniel@dscl.com.br
live in: Campinas, SP, Brazil

Software Engineer // Open Source Contributor // Speaker

Expert with over 16 years on designing and developing high quality software focused on delivering great
business value to the clients and a rich user experience. Strong experience in team leadership and training.
Passionate about Open Source and Software Quality.

Skills summary
Drupal & API
PHP
Performance
WebServices

SQL
CSS
SASS/LESS
Javascript
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Linux
Agile/SCRUM
Git
Quality Assurance
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Work Experience
Dec/16 - today
Council on Foreign Relations (remote)
New York, NY, USA
Software Engineer
Focused on designing and implementing new features for the ForeignAffairs.com website, as well as
handling support tickets. Work with technologies like PHP, Drupal, Vagrant, Ansible, Jenkins, Jekyll,
SASS, Gulp, AngularJS, Jira, Confluence, etc.
Mar/15 - Sep/16
Trellon, LLC (remote)
Washington, DC, USA
Lead Developer
Helped mostly non-profit and higher-ed clients on getting the most of their limited budgets by
choosing wisely where to invest time in order to generate value and make the difference.
Spearheaded the requirements gathering for new projects; Defined solutions and implemented
proof-of-concepts which led to successful deliveries;
Developed test suites using Behat minimizing the deployment issues.
Oct/14 - Jun/15
Project6 Design, Inc (remote)
Berkeley, CA, USA
Senior Software Developer
Provided development, support and consultancy services on Drupal backend and frontend solutions.
Delivered a new site for a large Electrical contractor in the USA focused on showcasing their clients
and services, as well as system for managing sub-contractors and invoices.
Dec/13 - Nov/14
CI&T Software Brazil
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Senior Software Architect
Responsible for designing, validating, developing and estimating the technical solutions related to
pre-sales and intakes for a large-size healthcare company in North America and EMEA regions.
Support to different teams within the company ensuring the software quality, process and best
practices adherence and people mentoring.
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Dec/11 - Nov/13
CI&T Software Pacific
Ningbo, ZJ, China
Senior Software Architect
Led a 20+ people multicultural agile team; Responsible for designing and validating the architectural
solution, for small to large-sized projects, mainly developed using PHP/Drupal and integrating with
.NET and Java web services;
Worked closely with managers and clients giving them technical insights about the projects;
Responsible for the performance and connectivity tests;
Organized internal events and led people toward participating in the Drupal community.
Nov/09 - Dec/11
CI&T Software Brazil
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Software Architect
Leading a 50+ people team mainly in a technical perspective ensuring they used the best approach
when implementing solutions/features;
Designing, validating and developing the architectural solution for PHP/Drupal projects.
Defined the process, checklists, templates and best practices for ensuring a smooth deployment. Part
of it was used by a Fortune 500 Healthcare client as the standard process across all vendors.
Partner with the managers and business units, giving technical insights.
Jul/05 - Nov/09
Litoral Press
Santos, SP, Brazil
Senior Software Engineer
Developed of systems for advertising management, financial management and content management;
Development of internet portals from small sites to some highly accessed; Definition of SEO (Search
Engine Optimization) strategies.

Open Source Community
Drupal.org Individual Member, Module Maintainer, Translator and Reviewer: http:/dgo.to/@dscl
Speaker in the PHP Conference Brasil and various Drupal events (also organizer in Drupal events).

Certifications
May/15

Acquia Certified Developer (Drupal)

Jun/14

Zend Certified PHP Engineer (PHP 5.5)

Education
Aug/15 - today
FMU
Santos, SP, Brazil
Master of Business Administration (MBA) - emphasis in Information Technology
Jan/02 - Dec/04
UNESP/FATEC
Technology in Data Processing

Santos, SP, Brazil

Jan/05 - Oct/05
UFSCar
São Carlos, SP, Brazil
Master Degree in Computer Science - emphasis in Software Engineering - not completed

Languages
Portuguese: Native speaker
English: Fluent (IELTS 7.5 - CEFR C1)
Spanish: Intermediate
Mandarin: HSK Level 2 certification
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